The past months were gratifying for Tech in the sports' world. The

spirit of both players and student fans was never higher, and we can

scarcely over-emphasize the success of our varsity and freshman teams.

With the optimism born of pride, we look forward to future years

as even greater chapters in the history of athletics at Georgia Tech.

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
THE GEORGIA TECH ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION,

headed by Coach William A. Alexander,
has more than kept pace with the mushrooming southern sports world. The intensive
and aggressive policy of the A.A. has paid dividends in the success of the various Tech
varsity squads.
Georgia Tech has consistently led the Southeastern Conference in scheduling powerhouse teams from far sections of the country.
A veteran Associated Press executive, Chick Hosch, joined the staff during 1948 to
take over full time publicity work and allow Coach Dwight Keith to devote his full
efforts to his coaching duties.
Giving support to a flash card section in the student stands and a larger cheerleader squad was a big step forward for the Tech Athletic Association.

LEFT TO RIGHT: Col. Evans, Tom Crosslot
Mr. Jake Harris, Roy Barnes, Mr. Charlie
Griffin,
Dean Phil Narmore, Dean Lloyd
Chapin, Mr. William Alexander, Prof. Wyatt
Whitley. . . . SEATED: President Blake Van
Leer.

MEN WITH A PLAN

THE COACHES
Tech's football coaching staff is well-nigh incomparable, principally
the four man brain trust of Head Coach Bobby Dodd Ray Ellis, Assistant Coach, Ray Graves, Line Coach, and Dwight Keith, Backfield
Coach.
Beginning in 1931 as backfield coach, Bobby Dodd soon became
the logical successor to Athletic Director William A. Alexander when
the latter stepped down as Head Coach in 1945. Employing the "T"
formation, Dodd has become the master of "razzle-dazzle" football
throughout the south. Astoundingly popular with his players and with
the fans, Coach Dodd has turned out exceptional teams every season
at the Flats.
Ray Ellis joined the Tech staff the same year that Dodd took over,
and his shrewdness has paid great dividends in subsequent years. A
graduate of the University of Kentucky, Ellis was head football and
basketball coach at Madisonville, Kentucky high school for seventeen
successful years before coming to Tech. In 1946 he was moved up
to Assistant Coach.
Line Coach Ray Graves brought an outstanding record with him
when he joined the Tech staff in 1947. He served as line coach at
Tennessee, scout and assistant coach for the Philadelphia Eagles, and
earlier as a player for the Eagles. Graves' work with the Jacket forward wall has earned him the highest praise, and there is every reason
to feel confidence that future Tech lines will set the pace in the SEC.
Dwight Keith was coach of all freshman sports from 1942 until his
appointment as varsity backfield mentor in 1945. Since that time he
has done a superb job of developing scat-hacks for Coach Dodd's deceptive "T" attack. Until the summer of 1948, Keith also served as
Publicity Director for the Jackets and equalled his performance on the
practice field.

ALL-AMERICAN
Although the Yellow Jackets did not have a really outstanding season, two
of the first team were picked to All-American first team selections. Co-captain
George Brodnax was chosen at end, and Bill Healey earned a guard spot on
the nation's top football honor group. Both boys were truly great. Their
play throughout the season was consistently superb, and they sparked both
offensive and defensive play for Tech.
Fullback Frank Zeigler brought wild
cheers from the stands every time he carried the ball. He had no equal in the
south for sheer power, and his quick kicks
set our opponents back on their heels on
numerous occasions.
Co-captain Jimmie Castleberry received
only a part of the praise that was due him
for his courageous, aggressive play at end

HEALEY

for the Jackets. His election as Co-captain
attests to his popularity with his team mates
both for his playing ability and for his
leadership talent.
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The 1948 Georgia Tech football squad was one of the most colorful in recent years. The team lead the country for defensive
play and was among the leaders in passing offense. Handicapped by a lightweight squad, the Jackets won seven of their ten game
schedule, dropping close contests to Tennessee, Alabama, and Georgia.
The season's play brought out several outstanding players, among
them a number of second and third year stalwarts of whom much is
expected in future games. To mention a few, Dick Harvin, sophomore
end, Bob McCoy, sophomore halfback, Frank Zeigler, All-Southeastern
fullback, and a senior, George Brodnax, who was Co-captain and an
All-American first string end, Bill Healey, also a first team All-American
at the guard spot, Lewis Hook, a 165 pound terror at center, and pintsized Jimmie Jordan, who showed the big boys how in the Tech
backfield.
Despite the three losses, the season provided the utmost in thrills,
spectacular individual performances, and good football.

AND THE
SEASON BEGINS
Opening the season in Nashville, the Jackets backed
up the pre-game predictions with a 13-0 win over
the Commodores of Vanderbilt on September 25.
Quarterback Joe Brown, who couldn't pass, according to advance notices, literally won the game with
his infallible tosses. The first score came in the
second period when Brown flipped a 23-yard aerial
to Dick Harvin in the end zone. It was Harvin's
, first play in his college career. Dinky Bowen's,
point gave Tech a 7-0 lead.
Early in the last period, Brown took the ball on
a reverse and hit Jimmie Jordan who scampered
22 yards to score. The extra point was blocked.
It was Tech all the way, as Vandy threatened only
once. The Tennesseeans failed to muster a first down
during the first three quarters, an indication of the
defensive play of Hook, Healey, Brodnax, and Zeigler.
A bright spot for the Gold and White was the
punting of Buster Humphries who bettered 40 yards
per try.
Jimmy Southard shared passing chores with Brown,
and the effectiveness of the Tech aerial game hinged
to a large measure on the glue-fingered flankmen.
Bob McCoy's pass defense was air-tight, and Dinky
Bowen did more than his share of blocking to help
shake loose the Jacket backs. Bill Healey's line play
prepared the fans for his ultimate selection as AllAmerican.

That shovel pass was always
good for plenty.
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Southard starts an aerial on
its way to Griffin.

Tulane Coach Henry Frnka brought a rough-tough eleven to Grant Field on
October 2, but the Jackets deception earned them a 13-7 victory.
Fullback Frank Zeigler teed off against the Green Wave early in the contest
with a 53-yard touchdown jaunt. This was just a sample of Zeigler's afternoon's work as he ripped the Tulane defense to pieces.
Quarterback Jimmy Southard pushed across the other Tech
score in the second quarter after setting up the tally with
a 40-yard toss to Bob McCoy.
The Green Wave marker came in the second frame
climaxing a 62-yard drive.
Tech was superb on defense, limiting the New Orleans
club to a meager 90-yards gain on the ground.
_
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The Gold and White ran the string to three
straight wins as they walloped a game, but outclassed
Washington and Lee team 27-0 on Grant Field
October 9.
Jimmy Southard was the offensive star of the day.
He master-minded the Tech ”T" formation and
flipped two touchdown passes, as the Jackets rolled
up 218 yards gained on the ground and 113 via the
air. Washington and Lee could muster only 58
ground yards, but Mike Boyda, rubber-armed General quarterback connected with 16 of 34 passes to
net 166 yards in the air.
Tech pushed across a score in the first period on
Frank Zeigler's 4-yard plunge, a pair in the second
quarter on passes by Southard to McCoy and Queen,
and the last tally in the final frame when Bob McCoy
southpawed a pass to Jimmy Petit.
Tom Coleman set something of a record for
tackles; he and Bill Healey made most of the stops
during the game.
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Bowen and Zeigler lug loather through the General's
loft flank.

Zeigler heads goalward behind perfect interference.
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SOUTHARD TO ANDERSON.

QUEEN GETS GOOD BLOCKING ON AN END SWEEP

Thirty-eight thousand fans saw Tech hang up its fourth
straight win at Grant Field on October 16 in a game interrupted by a free-for-all involving spectators as well as players.
Ever-dependable Southard chunked to Harvin for 31 yards
and a score late in the first quarter, and Jimmie Petit found
Jim Nolan for another in the second period.
Tech held the Tigers to a startling minus four yards rushing
while the Jackets rolled up 113 on the ground.
Bob McCoy and Frank Zeigler led the Engineer running attack, and Joe Brown shared passing honors with Jimmy
Southard,wcmple14of2aris57yd.

PETIT GAINS EIGHT AGAINST THE GATORS.

Florida's Gators, twenty points shy in the pre-game figures threw
a scare into the 40,000 Tech fans in the renewal of rivalry between
the two schools on October 23 in Atlanta.
Marching 55 yards in a sustained drive early in the first period, the
Orange and Blue became the first team in the young 1948 season to
lead the Jackets. Chuck Hunsinger All-SEC halfback ripped off long
gains almost at will to set up John Cox's score. Tech snapped back
in short order and scored twice in each of the last three periods. Early
in the second stanza, Frank Zeigler climaxed a 74 yard drive by the
Gold and White.
Zeigler again counted for Tech with Joe Brown passing and running
the ball to the Florida three.
Southard went nine yards in the
third quarter to register, and Dinky
Bowen added the PAT. Bowen
kicked six for six during the afternoon.
Joe Brown hit Dick Harvin in
the end zone for number five. Morris Harrison and Bobby North
scored in the final frame as the
reserves took over.
JORDAN

JOE BROWN THROWS A SPOT PASS TO BRODNAX.
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Showing their best offensive power of the season, the Gold and White
took Duke into camp in a rough-tough game played in Durham on October
30.
A blocked punt set up the only Duke tally. In the first period DeRogatis
blocked Humphries punt and the Blue Devils scored in two plays to lead 7-0.
Jimmy Southard dropped a 49-yard pass into the arms of end Jack Griffin
for six points, but the PAT failed, and Tech trailed 7-6 as the second
period opened. Two more Tech scoring threats were squelched before the
first half ended.
In the second half, it was Tech all the way. Jordan ran 33 yards to the
Duke 27, and the Devils watched Zeigler bull over from the one. In the
third frame, the Jackets marched 55 yards in 13 plays. Joe Cobb scored
the final Tech touchdown as he dashed over from the seven.
The Yellow Jackets outclassed the Durham lads in the statistics going for
199 yards on the ground to 19 for Duke. In the air however, Tech was
edged 147 yards to 129, although the Jacket aerials were more effective.
Tech's deception did not become fully effective until the second half, but
then Dodd and company swamped the stubborn Devils. Jimmy Jordan was
easily the outstanding man on the field. The mighty mite was like a greased
pig as he zipped through die Duke team almost at will.

Jordan again—this time on a 17
yard jaunt.
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At Grant Field on November 6, a gang of Volunteers from the University of Tennessee halted the Yellow Jackets' eighteen home game win streak as they capitalized on
breaks and a muddy field to down Tech 13-6.
General Neyland's lads cashed in on fumbles by their heads-up ball playing. Frank

NORTH

Zeigler let the wet ball slip through his fingers behind the goal line and Slack recovered
for Tennessee, and the Vols led 6-0.
Five Jacket drives were stymied during the first half as Tech tried desperately to
recover from the shock of the early game miscue. In the third quarter, Bob Lund
snagged a pass from Hal Littleford and sidestepped his way to score. The play went
53 yards.
The light weight Jacket squad could not sustain a drive until the final period when
the Gold and White rolled 80 yards for six points.
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On November 13, before a stadium full of revenge hungry fans in Grant Field,
the Jackets fell 14-12 before the Crimson Tide of Alabama. Clay Mathews, Lewis
Hok,andTmClepyhadsufotblreGdanWhit,bur
efforts were not quite enough to

stop

the underdog Tide.

Jimmy Petit's fumble on the Tech five gave Alabama its first score, Cadenhead going over. There was no more scoring during
the first half as both teams battled on even terms.
Dinky Bowen covered 31 yards in two plays to tally for Tech as the second half opened. Southard's passing set up the second
Jacket marker, as it had done so often during the season.
An intercepted Jacket aerial by 'Bama's Speed went 62 yards for the winning TD.
The Yellow Jackets again outshone their opponents in statistics but could not find that scoring punch. Tech rolled up 153
yards to 'Bama's 124 on the ground,

and completed 1 1

of 17 passes for 164 air yards to Alabama's 65. Tech counted

twelve

first downs while the Tide got ten.
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The Citadel visited Grant Field on November 20 as a breather for the Jackets before
the Georgia game, and the Cadets succumbed 54-0 before a vastly superior Tech eleven.
The Jackets set a new SEC record for yards gained in a game — they rolled up 7l0
during the afternoon.
Bob McCoy and All-American end George Brodnax each accounted for two touchdowns, and Dick Harvin, Billy Queen, Al Lansing, and Buddy Fowlkes each scored once.
Guard Hayes McKinney tried vainly to score from the fullback spot. His reward
was to be a new automobile, but on his last play the scrappy lineman was taken from
the game with a broken ankle.
In spite of the Jacket lead of 34-0 at half time, the Citadel never stopped fighting.
Whelan, Gregory, and Fabian earned as much
praise as any player on the field.
Bob McCoy's 87 yard touchdown jaunt
and Red Patton's 23 yard jump pass to
Brodnax were the high spots of the contest.
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In the annual all-out Tech-Georgia clash, the Jackets found
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Engineers of a first half score.

the combination of Rauch and Geri too tough to overcome. In

Clay Mathews blocked Geri's punt in the third period, and

the muddy Stanford Stadium on November 27, the Engineers

Brodnax caught the ball on the bounce and fell info the end

suffered from lack of weight against the power and brawn of

zone for Tech's first touchdown.

the Bulldogs. The Jacket defense was stubborn but outguessed.

A Georgia punt return went all the way and the Bulldogs

Rauch passes, Geri and Maricich on foot carried the Red and

led 21-7. The Jackets caught fire and marched to pay dirt in

Black to their first score. The game formula added another

ten plays from their own 39. Passes by Southard and runs by

as Tillitski bulled over from the four.

McCoy and Queen put the ball on the four where Bowen skirted

An intercepted Tech pass from the Georgia 16 robbed the

left end to score.

THE TECH BAND
AND
CHEERLEADERS

THE JUNIOR JACKETS
Throughout a none too impressive season, several of the Jacket freshmen showed
promise of being the stars of the next three years on the gridiron for Tech. Darrell
Crawford seemed sure of seeing plenty of action at the signal calling post. His
passing was first rate and his field strategy canny. Pete Ferris, glue fingered flankman teamed with Crawford in the frosh aerial attack. George Maloof, a local
product, ran at fullback and displayed drive and deception.
The Junior jackets split the season, losing to a powerful Auburn team and
lacing Georgia.
The Tech ground attack bogged down against the Plainsmen and the Jackets
went down 14-12. Crawford to Ferris was the scoring equation.
Playing host to the Baby Bulldogs on Thanksgiving, the Jacket frosh fought to
a 7-7 deadlock and then Harkness booted a perfect field goal to give Tech a 9-7
victory. The game was marked by rough, excellent play by both teams. The
passing of Darrel Crawford was the equal of any seen on Grant Field during the
entire season. Maloof, Sheffer, and Patterson were nearly flawless in the backfield
for Tech.

The five "iron men"; Dold, Keener,
Nolan, Anderson, Sermersheim

THE 1949 BASKETBALL SQUAD
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COACH McARTHUR
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SERMERSHEIM

1949

CAGERS

The pre-season games the 1949 Gold and White Cagers rolled over
Birmingham-Southern 75-45, Howard College 62-42, and Chattanooga
81-45, giving Tech fans hope of a successful season.
However in their first conference tilt the Jackets fell 73-52 to Tulane
in New Orleans and in Baton Rouge the following night dropped
number two to L.S.U. 65-59. Nolan got 17 against the Green Wave,
and Dold hit 19 points against the Bengals.
In a startling upset, Auburn's Tigers toppled the Jackets 41-33. Dold
swished 10 points for Tech.
Bouncing back with the starring five of Anderson and Sermersheim at
guard; Dold and Keener, forwards; and Nolan at Center . playing the
entire game, the Egineers walloped Alabama 51-38. Nolan netted 21
points and Mel Dold hit 13 for Tech.
The mighty Kentucky Powerhouse rolled on with only occasional
opposition as Tech went down 56-45 before Adolph Rupp's boys. Tech
outscored Kentucky in the last half but could not overcome their AllAmerican opponents' lead.
Tulane did it again, 56-49, in Atlanta after the Yellow Jackets lost
74-60 to Georgia. The loss of Jim Nolan on fouls wrecked the Tech
attack against the Bulldogs, and the towering center hit 20 points
against the Green Wave. Tech led 29-23 at half time.
Little Mickey Sermersheim hit 19 points from the center to spark
Tech to a 56-49 lacing of Georgia's Bulldogs in the second of the three
game series.

ANDERSON
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NOLAN, KEENER AND ANDERSON SCRAP FOR THAT BALL
SERMERSHEIM UNDER FULL STEAM

THIS WAS KEENER'S FAVORITE SHOT

Tennessee brought Paul Walther to Atlanta, and the flashy forward
bucketed 26 points as the Vols won 63-56. In a return tilt, the Jackets
snatched a 72-71 overtime victory from the Volunteers. Benny Register, reserve guard, dropped in the winning basket.
Tech dropped another to L.S.U., 72-63 as the Bengals roared to life
in the final minutes of the game. Nolan scored 15 points to pace the
Jackets.
Journeying to Durham, the Techsters took a 53-42 licking at the
NOLAN NEEDS HIS SIX FEET, EIGHT INCHES
LUPTON TAKES A CLEAR SHOT
ANDERSON MAKES TWO

hands of a strong Duke squad. Mel Dold and Jim Nolan each racked
up 12 points.
Barry Blemker, understudy to Nolan at center turned in one of his
best jobs against the Florida Gators as the Jackets won out 57-49.
It was two in a row over Georgia as Tech eked out a 60-58 win
over

the

Bulldogs in the Tech gym. The Jackets trailed until six

GODWIN
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KEENER SCREENS FOR SERMERSHEIM

Sermersheim and Tennessee
follow Dold's shot

minutes before the final whistle. Nolan dropped in eighteen markers
and limited Bob Schloss, Georgia center, to ten.
Playing without the services of Captain Nolan, the Tech basketeers
travelled disastrously to Lexington where they took a 78-32 drubbing
from the Kentucky Wild Cats.
Tech walked off with a 64-57 win over the Auburn Plainsmen in
a return battle, Nolan scoring 16 points.
Closing a none too gratifying season, the Yellow Jackets conquered
a stubborn University of Florida five 66-56 in Gainesville. Mickey
Sermersheim and Mel Dold shared scoring honors with 15 points each.
Tech led 34-32 at the half.
The Engineers won eleven out of 23 for 1949, but several of their
defeats were heart breakers.
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Dold's jump shot is
good for two points.

ANDERSON SANK IT IN SPITE OF SCHLOSS
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THE 1948 BASEBALL TEAM
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Coaches "Uncle Joe" Pittard and "Whack" Hyder molded a top notch team for the
1948 season from a nucleus of six veterans, and the Jackets finished the campaign with
eleven won and seven lost to take runner-up slot in the Eastern Division of the SEC.
After a 16-1 warm-up lacing of Ft. McPherson, the Jackets took two straight from
Vanderbilt and a duo from Tennessee. Little "Monk" Jordan at short sparked the Gold
and White in the first Vandy tilt as Dick McMillin racked up his first win.
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Henry Kalb limited the Vols to three safeties to win the opener 9-1 . and centerfielder
Hank Lankford slammed a home run with a man on to give the Engineers a 9-7 edge
over Tennessee in the finale.
Auburn's Tigers, behind the slants of Willard Nixon, top pitcher of the conference,
served Tech its first setback of the season, 17-4, but "Old Man" Henry Kalb bested the
Plainsmen in the nightcap 10-8 with the aid of three round trippers.
The Vols from Knoxville suffered again as Sunset Thompson's relief hurling saved
Tech's 14-8 margin. All-American eager Paul Walther gave up only seven hits in the
second game of the series and Tennessee won 8-4.
Tech's third loss was the work of the Kentucky Wildcats. Sunset Thompson's injured leg forced him from the game with a three run lead, and Henry Kalb, coming in
from right field without a warm-up, allowed six hits to give the Lexington lads a 7-5
win. Dick McMillin weathered one shaky inning in going the route in the final game
of the series as the Jackets won 18-6. Captain Henry Schoening poled homers in both
contests.
Returning the Wildcat's visit, Tech dropped the first game 5-4, but overpowered
the Kentucky nine 12-8 in the nightcap.
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The SEC Eastern Division crown was at stake as the Georgia Bulldogs
tripped Tech 11-9 in Athens. The Jackets outhit Charlie Trippis
charges 14-10 at Rose Bowl Field to annex the finale of the meeting.
The first game went twelve frames.
Pennant hopes soared in the Jacket camp when the Gold and White
journeyed to Auburn and dumped the division leaders in both ends of
their series. Henry Kalb walloped four singles and a triple in six trips
to push across six Tech tallies and score four himself in the first game.
Willard Nixon, Tiger mound ace suffered his only defeat of the season
in the second game. The Yellow Jackets shelled Nixon for six markers
in the twelfth frame to break a six inning deadlock.
The double win boosted the Jackets to within a half game of first
place.
Ironically, Georgia killed Tech's flag hopes by sweeping the last series
of the year for the two arch rivals. The Bulldogs out-hit the Jackets
for a 13-11 edge in the initial game and served up an 8-3 lacing to end
the season.
The Yellow Jackets finished the campaign with a sensational .307
team batting average with eight men topping .300. Freshman Bob
McCoy slapped five homers.
J. B. "Sunset" Thompson led the hurlers with three wins against no
losses. Henry Kalb and Dick McM illin both registered 4-3 records.

JOE BROWN MAKES A SURE OUT

LEONARD

BROWN

WALDRON

BRADSHAW

Corridan, Bailey, Stowers, Fowlkes, and Smith.
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Coaches Plaxico and Dean.

CORIDAN
REISER

Florida Relays, First Place Broad Jump; First Place 440 Relay.
Tech, 871/6; Florida, 375/6.
Tech, 69; North Carolina, 62.
Tech, 69; Tulane, 62.
Tech, 93 1/2; Tennessee, 40 1/2; Georgia, 28.
Tech, 78; Duke, 53
Tech, 73 1/2; Auburn, 52 1/2.
Tech, Fourth Place, Southeastern Conference.
Tech, 52; Auburn, 46 3/4; Georgia, 16.
SEAAU, 8 Teams.
Despite costly injuries throughout the season, Coach Norris Dean's 1948
track squad wen t undefeated in the season competition, placed fourth in the
Southeastern Conference meet at Birmingham, and walked off with the SEAAU
title.
Prior to regular conference competition, the Yellow Jacket thinclads entered
the Florida Relays on March 27 in Gainesville and copped first in the broad
jump and the 440 relay. Buddy Fowlkes gave a preview of his season's performance when he leaped 22'-10" and ran a brilliant anchor position to give
Tech its two wins.
As the SEC grind got under way, Florida's Gators came to Atlanta on April 3
for a two way tilt with the Engineers. Tech's power-balanced squad rolled to a
crushing 87 1/6 to 37 5/6 victor. It was Fowlkes again as the Jacket iron
man won the 100, 220, 220 low hurdles, and the broad jump. George Bailey
and Billy Queen followed to cinch all three places for Tech in the 100 and the
220. Jack Corridan and Red Smith, ever dependable, romped to victories in
the mile and two mile runs, respectively.
Coons must have springs in those legs.

CINDERMEN
The Jackets stepped out of the SEC for their next dual meet and journeyed
to Chapel Hill on April 10 where they won over North Carolina 69-62. Billy
Queen, Bobby Joe Anderson, Al Lansing, and George Bailey took the mile relay,
the last event of the meet, to give Tech the victory. Herb Bergman heaved the
shot 48 ft. 8 3?4 in., and Bob Renshaw bettered the Tech half-mile mark with
a 1:56.4 time.
Win number three came for the Jackets
at the expense of the Tulane Green
Wave in New Orleans, 69-62 with the
mile relay the deciding factor. Bergman
scored a double in the shot put and the
discus; Tommy Coons won the high hurdles, and Bill Reiser and Frenchy Legette
tied for first in the pole vault.
Five track records fell during a three
team meet as the Gold and White
trounced Tennessee and Georgia in
Athens on April 24. Coach Dean's boys
amassed 93 1/2 points to 40 1/2 for the
Vols and 28 for the Bulldogs. George
Bailey did the 220 in record time of 21.7
for Tech's only record smasher. The Jackets took eleven first and eight second
place honors.
Duke's cindermen became the next victims of the Engineers on May 1 at Grant
Field. Despite the herculean efforts of
Roger Neighborgall, Blue Devil middle
distance ace, Tech pounded out a 78-53
decision. Red Smith took both the mile
and two-mile, and George Bailey copped
the10and2.

George Bailey takes the 100-yard dash in the Auburn meet.

NOLAN
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In its last dual meet of the season, the Yellow Jackets jumped on Auburn
at Grant Field and took the measure of the Plainsmen by a 73 1/2 to 52 1/2
score on May 6. Bailey repeated his doubleton in the 100 and 220; Tommy
Coons ran brilliantly to upset Auburn's Domedicus in the low hurdles; Al Lansing won the 440; and injured Buddy Fowlkes tied for first in the high jump.
Birmingham was the scene of the 16th annual SEC track meet May 15 with
LSU a heavy favorite to repeat its 1947 victory.
Despite his bad ankle Buddy Fowlkes jumped 22 ft.-11 1/2 in. to win
the broad jump, and sophomore Bob Renshaw served notice of future greatness
Lansing and Stowers finish one-two in the 220 against
Auburn.

as he turned the 880 in first place time of 1:56.4.
Tech's best efforts netted them only fourth place as the favorite, LSU, Auburn,
and Tulane finished in that order.
Little Billy Queen came out of relative obscurity to win the gruelling 440 yd.
hurdles as Tech snapped back into form to annex the SEAAU title in a meet
on the Grant Field oval May 22. Queen had never run the hurdles in competition but his experience as a sprinter carried him across the tape in record time
of 57.2, a new SEAAU mark. Tech and Auburn battled on even terms until
Queen's amazing victory, and the Jackets added unneeded points with a second
place in the mile relay.
The Tech Freshmen previewed future triumphs for the Yellow Jackets winning two dual scraps and a four way tussle. Walt Mitchell and
Shiver were outstanding for the Junior Jackets.
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Tech — 41

Miami — 38.

S.E.C.
Tech — 69

Georgia 66

Florida 54

Vanderbilt 3.

For the Yellow Jacket swimmers 1949 was the best season in years. The
Tech Tankmen dropped a decision to the University of North Carolina for their
only defeat of the season. Victorious in all other duals meets, the Jackets annexed the SEAU Championships in Miami and edged Georgia to win their third
straight Southeastern Conference Crown.
Tech jumped on Emory in the season's opener and rode to a 57-18 triumph.
Charlie Flowers, Tommy Fowles, and Oscar Crouch, Tech's relay team set a
new S.E.C. record of 3:07.2. Fowles also won the 200-yard breast stroke went
in record time of 2:35.8. Team Captain Johnny Hiles copped both the 220yard and 440 yard free-style .
The Jackets journeyed to North Carolina and edged N. C. State 39-36,
only to go down 28-47 to U.N.C. Hiles took first in the 220 and 440 free-style
at Raleigh and won the 220 free-style at Chapel Hill.

1949 TANK MEN
HIRSCHBERG

Against Duke's Blue Devil mermen the Tech men got back on
the credit side and dunked the Dukes 40-35. The Jacket relay
trio again bettered their S.E.C. mark in 3:06.7 time. Fowles
churned to victory in the 200-yard breast stroke, cutting 1.8
seconds from the Conference record.
Johnny Hiles and Florida's Billy Pepper scrapped neck and
neck in the 220-yard free-style when the Gators visited Atlanta.
Hiles moved out in front during the last 20 yards to edge Pepper,
his close friend of high school days. Tech went on to a 46-29
victory over Florida.
Georgia the final dual meet Tech opponent, offered unexpected

CROUCH

fight and pushed the Jackets all the way, only to fall 38-37.
Fowles nad Griffin finished one-two in the 200-yard breast stroke
to give Tech the margin.
In the SEAAU, Miami's Hurricane tank squad were within one
point of the Yellow Jackets until the Tech relay team splashed
to victory and the championship.
Tech and Georgia were deadlocked midway in the S.E.C. meet.
Flowers, Fowles and Crouch, in the final event, again copped the
relay to overcome a 60-59 Georgia margin. Captain Johnny
Hiles established a new conference mark in the 440-yard freestyle, lowering it to 5:01.3.

FLOWERS

KIRK

H E

THE 1948 TENNIS SQUAD

TENNIS
COACH
BORTELL

COLLIER

Georgia Tech's netmen, sparked by Dick Collier and Ed Adams,
romped over their Southeastern Conference competition during the
1948 season, emerging the victors in nine of twelve matches. The
Jackets placed a close second to Tulane in the SEC tourney in New
Orleans.
Tech opened shakily against a top-notch Davidson team and fell
8-1. on the Peters Park courts.
On April 10, the Engineers played host to Florida's Gators by
trouncing them 5-2 in Atlanta, the first conference victory.
Coach Shorty Bortell's squad toured to Athens on April 14 and
brought home an 8-1 win over the Georgia Bulldogs.
April 18 saw the Jackets on the road again, swamping Tennessee
8-1, and on the 23rd the Gold and White downed Vanderbilt 7-2 in
Nashville for their fourth straight victory.
The following day in Lexington, Tech whitewashed Kentucky 9-0.
Auburn came to town on April 28, but their welcome was a sorry
one as Tech took a 7-0 match to run its string to six in a row.
The 1948 SEC champs from Tulane handed the Jackets their first

ADAMS

FOWLER

1948 RACQUET MEN
1948 TENNIS SCHEDULE
Tech
1 Davidson
Tech
5Florida
Tech
8 Georgia
Tech
8 Tennessee
Tech
7 Vanderbilt
Tech
9 Kentucky
Tech
7 Auburn
Tech
7 Tennessee
Tech
0 Tulane
Tech
4 Duke
Southeastern Conference Tournament—Tech, 2nd place.
Tech
9 Georgia

8
2
1
1
2
0
0
0
5
5
0

THE SQUAD
Dick Collier
Ed Adams
Bert Warsham

Tom Fowler
Frank Owens
Bill Johnson
Tim Durrett

conference set-back 5-0 on May 6 at Peters Park in a match that was
shortened to enable the Greenies to catch their train. Iii the feature
singles battle, Dick Collier extended Jack Tuero, former southern
champion, to three sets before being bested 2-6, 7-5, 8-6.
The following Saturday, Duke's Blue Devils edged Tech 5-4 in
Atlanta in the last dual encounter before the SEC tournament.
Ed Adams, No. 2 Jacket netter, stole the show at New Orleans on
May 15. The two-handed star from Columbus, Georgia, steamed
through his first and second round tests and then accomplished the
impossible by downing Tulane's Jack Tuero, 0-6, 6-4, and 6-1. Wade
Herrin, also of Tulane, dropped Dick Collier in a third round match
and went on to take the measure of Adams in the singles finals. Tech's
doubles combination also fell before the Green Wave in the final
match.
Winding up the season at home, The Yellow Jackets aced Georgia
9-0 on May 22.
The squad's record of nine wins and three losses speaks for itself
of the spirit and skill of the team and their coach, E. E. Bortell.

COLLIER

FOWLER and ADAMS — ADAMS — FOWLER

THE 1949 GYM TEAM

HE
ASSISTANT COACH NEIGER - COACH WELSER

PIPPIN

ROTHFUSS - ATTAWAY

1949

Under the expert and aggressive leadership of Coach Lyle Weiser, the Georgia
Tech gymnastics team continued its climb toward being a major sport and
showed die way in the southeast in the increasing popularity of gymnastic
exhibitions.
Many new members joined the squad after developing their ability and
interest in physical training classes, and these men have proved to be valuable
additions.
During the basketball season, Coaches Welser anhd Neiger exhibited their
well trained charges in frequent performances during half-time periods at
the Tech home games. The small number of spectators who left the gym during the half-time break attest to the interest and popularity of the sport.
On March 12 some twelve hundred fans witnessed the third annual home
gym exhibition and were thoroughly delighted by what they saw. The squad
formed man pyramids; formed intricate tableaux depicting various sports,
the machine age, co-operation, and aspiration, in which the dozen men participating were completely covered with bronze paint; as well as going
through intricate free arm drills.
Co-Captain Dick Gunter displayed his remarkable skill and muscular control in feats on the flying rings, the high bar, and in hand to hand balancing.
A note of comedy was included in the exhibition as Judy Attaway and
Neal Rothfuss cut capers on the high bars to the immense enjoyment of
every spectator.
In their first competition of the 1949 season, the Yellow Jacket gymnasts
lust in a three way meet with Maryland and Duke. The experienced Maryland squad amassed 50 1/4 points, Duke 15, and Tech 14 1/2. Results of the
meet found the Techmen taking second place in the long horse event, fourth
in the rope climb, fourth place on the rings, a third place tie on the parallel
bars, third on the side horse, and third and fourth places in the tumbling.
In a dual meet with die Duke Blue Devils, Tech gained sonic measure of
revenge as they bested the Durham team 87-41 in the Tech gym. Hey,
Clemons, Stewart, Trevino, Garner, Hardin, and Wolf captured first places
for the Jackets.
This was the only dual meet of the season for the Jackets; however, the

COOPERATION

FISHER

BOWES

GYM TEAM
Southeastern Committee on Gymnastics is attempting to get teams formed
at Florida State, Georgia, Emory, Alabama, and Auburn.
Winding up the official season, he Tech squad completely dominated the
SEAAU meet at the Tech gym, winning both the junior and novice division
crowns.
In the junior competition, the Jackets rolled up 86 points, while Duke
scored 24, L.S.U. 24, Georgia 16, G.M.A. 11, and Howard 9. Neil Rothfuss
took first place on the high bar, and F. D. Garner was number one on the
flying rings. After a very close battle, Dick Gunter nosed out Turner of
L.S.U. for all-around honors.
Taking firsts in all events, the Gold and White scored 61 points to win
the novice title. Duke was second with 38 1/2 and L.S.U. took third with 11
markers. Pippin won the parallel bar event, Clemons took honors on the
high bar, Becker had the speed to win the rope climb, and Hey and Benning
added points by winning the tumbling and flying rings respectively.
Members of the squad and Coaches Welser and Neiger can take pride in
their work for the year and point for greater strides next season.

TREVINO

GUNTER

GUNTER - BOLES

CLEMONS

THE 1948
HARRIERS
COACH GIFFIN

THE 1948 CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM

CORIDAN, GLOVER, STOWERS AND SMITH

Tech.
Tech
Tech

21
24
29

Tech

26

Tech

38

Georgia
Florida
Duke
Tennessee ........... _____
Auburn
..........

26
31
26
29
20

SEC MEET
Aubu rn
Tech

Mississippi State
Tennessee

55
54
70
79

Florida
Alabama
Georgia

124
146
160

The 1948 cress country season was indeed a successful one. Tech
conquered Georgia, Florida, and Tennessee in dual competition. Injuries to Gunn and Glover crippled the squad in the meets lost to Duke
and Auburn.
In the SEC meet, still without Gunn and Glover, the Yellow Jacket
harriers were edged at the wire as Auburn won the meet by one point.
The work of Red Smith was outstanding throughout the season, as
he won every dual meet except the Auburn encounter. Overton, a
former Olympic star, bested Smith, but the tables were turned in the
SEC meet, and Smith became conference champion. John Corridan
showed vast improvement and placed third in the conference battle.
The squad holds promise of a really great season in 1949.

I

THE 1949
WRESTLERS
COACH MILLER

Tech
Tech
Tech

FRANKLIN AND OGLESBY

17 Chattanooga
27 Vanderbilt
9 Auburn

THE SEASON
Tech
_11
Tech
3
Tech
19

16
23

SOUTHEASTERN AAU WRESTLING TOURNAMENT SUMMARY
By R. N. MILLER
Georgia Institute of Technology
The Southeastern AAU Wrestling Tournament was held at Georgia Tech in Atlanta,
Georgia, on March 4th and 5th and proved to be the biggest wrestling tournament ever
held in the South. Almost 100 wrestlers representing ten different teams were entered.
Auburn, Baylor, Chattanooga, Emory, Georgia Tech, Georgia Tech Freshmen, Maryville,
Vanderbilt, Atlanta YMCA, and Nashville YMCA were represented. Several Navy teams
would have entered but for a Navy Tournament which was held in Pensacola that same
week-end.
Despite stiff competition, the well balanced Auburn team dominated the meet and
scored 63 points. Chattanooga was second with 27 points while Georgia Tech and
Maryville tied for third with 22 points each.
The competing teams did not wish to wrestle under AAU rules so the NCAA rules
were followed in the matches. One of the features of the tournament was a rules interpretation meeting in which coaches and officials agreed on all questionable points in
the rules before the tournament began. This session enabled the tournament to proceed
with an unusual degree of smoothness and should also aid in bringing about uniform
officiating in the South. The tournament matches were exceptionally well officiated by
Lou Bauerle of Illinois and Charles Adams of Springfield College.
Interest in intercollegiate wrestling in the South reached a new high this season. The
average attendance at Georgia Tech's dual meets was 1400. Additional interest was
created by television broadcasts of most of the home meets. Over 1000 spectators were
present at the tournament finals despite the competition of the state basketball tournament.
SOUTHEASTERN AAU WRESTLING

TOURNAMENT RESULTS
Class and Winner
115 b.—George Owens (Chattanoga)
121 b.—Jack Gray (Auburn)
128 b.—Anthony Dragoin (Auburn)
136 b.—John McKenzie (Auburn)
145 b.—Carrel Keller (Auburn)
155 b.—Robin Baker (Auburn)
165 b.—Phi Smith (Auburn)
1 7 5 b.—Bill Berg (Chattanooga)
191 b.—John Brailovitch (Auburn)
Hvywt.—Clay Matthews (Ga. Tech)
TEAM STANDINGS
Team

Auburn
Chattanooga
Georgia Tech
Maryville
Atlanta YMCA
Georgia Tech Freshmen
Baylor
RHODES AND MATHEWS

11 Duke
10 Maryville ....
10 Auburn

Points

63
27
22
22
12
3
3

THE 1948
LINKSMEN

SITTING: Ewing, Swan, Balentine.
STANDING: Clay, Pritchett, Green, Clark.

THE SEASON

COACH DENNISON

Florida
13
10
Georgia
Kentucky
14
Vanderbilt
16
141/2 Georgia
111/2 Tennessee
Auburn
8
8
Auburn
10
Georgia
8
Vanderbilt
6
Kentucky
16
Vanderbilt
10
Suwanee
Emory
7

Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech

SOUTHEASTERN INTERCOLLEGIATE
TOURN AMENT
Swan
Swan, Clay, and Green

CLAY

5
8
4
2
31/2
6 1/2
10
10
8
10
12
2
8
11
GREEN

Medalist
Qualified

The 1948 Tech golf squad shot a good bit better than
par for the course during the season, winning nine
matches and losing five.
Duck Swan, playing in the number three slot, provided the outstanding thrills of the season. He carded
a 37-36 for a medal 73 in the Southeastern Intercollegiate Tournament at Athens, and later against Kentucky, Swan shot a double eagle to pace the Jacket linksmen to a 14-4 triumph.
Gordon Clay was ever dependable in match play and
played in the number one position. Tom Green completed the top three aces and consistently added to the
Tech victories.
Coach Dennison, who is also the head of the Industrial Management Department, deserves much praise for
his skillful handling of the Jacket golfers.
With Clay, Green, and Swan returning in '49, Tech
links enthusiasts hold high hopes for an even better
season.

SWAN

INTRAMURALS

FOOTBALL
Intramural football at Georgia Tech is characterized by hard line
play, much passing, and many bruises. The rules are the same as in
varsity football except that the game is supposed to be two handed
touch instead of tackle. This year saw 38 different teams in spirited
action. MI die teams were well rounded and lots of spirit.
Perhaps from the final results the Sigma Alpha Epsilon would be
considered the best individual team. They finally won the school
fraternity championship title. It is interesting to note that they were
tied three times which games they played again to win. This shows
the high spirit and closeness of the teams.
High scorers were: Ludlow 38; Brownlee 36; Jones 30; McClanahan
30.
Scoring passers were: Ingram 63; Hensen 43; Milam 43; Sproesser
42.
Klosteman, Fancher, and Pound starred for the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
team.
In the independent leagues Lawson finally nosed out Callaway in
an extra quarter to win the Block league championship. In the independent playoff Newman and Lawson tied their first match. In
their second match Lawson finally won a hard fought campaign.
LEAGUE WINNERS
Gold League

White League

Eigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Chi

Pi Kappa Alpha
Delta Tau Delta

Yellow League

Block League

Chi Psi
Phi Sigma Kappa

Lawson General

Tornado League

Kick League

Phi Kappa Tau
Delta Sigma Phi

Newman Club
NROTC

BASKETBALL
Ranking as one of the top three intramural sports in
popularity, basketball attracted 46 teams representing fraternities as well as independents. The games followed the
varsity schedule and were played in both the gym and
armory courts.
Chi Phi, Delta Tau Delta, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Chi Psi,
Geechie Club, Techwood Dormitory, and the Smithies were
the victors in their respective leagues. SPE won the fraternity play-off title, and Techwood Dormitory annexed the
independant championship.
An added feature of this year's play was the roundrobin between teams representing the four classes. The
seniors carried off the trophy, and each man on the team
was presented with a medal.

SOFTBALL
One of the three major intramural sports, softball runs
concurrently with the varsity baseball season and far outstrips the latter in attendance. The fraternities and other
organizations are grouped into five leagues with each team
playing all the other teams in its league twice. The games
are scheduled on week-end afternoons on the four diamonds
on Rose Bowl Field.
The distribution of the many teams into leagues was very
successful and resulted in hot championship drives in all
leagues.

LEAGUE WINNERS
Delta Tau Delta

Chi Psi

Phi Kappa Tau

Baptist Students
Alpha Tau Omega

FRATERNITY CHAMPIONS
Delta Tau Delta

INDEPENDENT LEAGUE CHAMPIONS
Baptist Students

TRACK

Twenty teams totaling three hundred participants made
the 1948 intramural track meet one of the most successful
innocent years. Sporting a squad strong in the speed and
distance events, the Alpha Tau Omega entry took first
place with 361/2 points. Phi Delta Theta scored 24 points
for second; Chi Phi was third with 21, Sigma Chi fourth
with 19, and Kappa Alpha trailed making 17.
The meet was sponsored by the Spiked Shoe Club, a
national honorary track organization.
Physical training classes had a definite effect on the
quality of the individual performances.
The largest single crowd to attend an intramural sports
event cheered lustily during all the competition.

SWIMMING
Early in the spring quarter of each year the intramural
swimming meet is staged in the Tech pool with the majority of the organizations on the campus represented. Very
unlike a regular swim meet, the intramural battle features
a tug-of-war and an egg race in which each contestant must
swim the distance holding in his mouth a spoon which in
turn supports an egg. Needless to say, the contestants as
well as the spectators are royally entertained throughout the
meet. Offsetting the comic aspect, many stellar performers
exhibit their talents at the annual meet, and more than one
varsity stalwart was discovered during the intramural events.
150 yard medley relay

Milner, Coons, Graves
Phi Delta Theta

Fancy diving
50 yard backstroke

.Hodge, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Berry, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Smith, Sigma Chi

Plunge

Milam Sigma Chi

100 yard freestyle
Ping pong race
220 yard relay

Coons, Phi Delta Theta
.Graves, Fowlkes, Harris, Lacy
Sigma Chi

Tug-of-war
RESULTS
Phi Delta Theta

37

Sigma Chi

35

Chi Phi

30 1/2

SAE

25

Kappa Sigma

4

VOLLEY BALL
Volley ball is team play at its best. This is a game if skill, position,
setups, and spikes. Many of the teams play this game all year around
and during the league play have garnered a well rounded and high
spirited group.
Each team is composed of six men, usually mixed with short and tall.
Most points are scored when a good setup is played to the net men
who try to place the ball or spike it to the ground.
Outstanding players of this season were Klosterman and Smith of
the champions and Cook and Henry of the runner ups.
LEAGUE LEADERS

•

Gold League

White League

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Chi

Lambda Chi Alpha
Alpha Epsilon Pi

Independent League
Geechee Club
Towers Dormitory
Fraternity Play Off
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Chi
Lambda Chi Alpha
Alpha Epsilon Pi
School Champion
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

GOLF

When the spring time breezes begin each year, students by the score appear at the many golf courses around Atlanta. North Fulton Park is the scene
of the annual intramural golf tourney which draws entries from most of the
fraternities and independent groups on the campus. More than one hundred
men were grouped into six flights. The champion, Tom Bachman, was presented with a medal as were the flight winners. Also, the three top fraternities as determined by point score were awarded cups.
Championship Flight
First Flight
Second Flight
Third Flight
Fourth Flight
Fifth Flight
Sixth Flight
Beta Theta Pi
Alpha Tau Omega

Bachman, unattached
Swanson, unattached
Miller, Alpha Tau Omega
Boone, Delta Tau Delta
.Tedder. unattached
Johnson, Phi Kappa Sigma
Anderson, unattached
12 points
6 points

BOWLING
Intramural bowling attracts perhaps the greatest interest among the non-varsity participants, with 24
teams encompassing some three hundred individuals
entered in the competition. Because of the popularity,
the teams roll duck pins. The five members of the
winning team each receives a medal, and the team
receives a trophy.
Mike Goldstein bowled the high game of the 194849 season registering a remarkable 190, while Whitaker had the high average of 112 for the season.
PLAY OFF
Pi Kappa Alpha
Phi Kappa Tau
Tau Epsilon Phi
Kappa Alpha

.8-1
5-4
3-6
2-7

WRESTLING
This year saw some twenty reams entered representing about 300
different entries. The elimination bouts were run over a period
of one week. The final matches were held in the gym. Good
sportsmanship, good refereeing, and speed of bouts added to the
interest of the crowd. From the looks on some faces, get in
shape before you try this. Sigma Chi was presented the winners
cup.

TEAM LEADERS
Sigma Chi

20

Kappa Alpha

18

NROTC

14

Chi Phi

14

FINAL MATCHES
Class

Winner

Runner Up

121 Pounds

Sasnett—Chi Phi

Ford—Kappa Alpha

128 Pounds

Scott—Sigma Chi

Dowell—Independent

136 Pounds

Gill—Chi Phi

Kirk—Kappa Sigma

145 Pounds

Williams—Sigma Chi

Blues tone—N ROTC

155 Pounds

Erb—Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Macklin—Kappa Alpha

165 Pounds

Zell—NROTC

Modges—NROTC

175 Pounds

Franklin—Beta Theta Pi

Hoover—Independent

Heavyweight

Karrh—SAE

Richman—Tau Epsilon Pi

